August, 2010

Best-in-Class Marketers Drive Enhanced
Customer Loyalty
As marketing and sales organizations endeavor to escape the constricted
economy of the 2009 recession, one of their most significant barriers to
sustainable business growth lies squarely in their very source of revenue:
creating and maintaining profitable, long-term relationships with key
customers. While their budgets remain under close scrutiny, how can these
practitioners wisely invest in the processes and technologies that will yield
the best results? This Analyst Insight will explore how top-performing
companies are capturing, integrating, managing, measuring and acting on
valuable customer data throughout the entire customer lifecycle, in order to
maximize customer loyalty and achieve Best-in-Class bottom-line results.

Research Background
In a number of recent Aberdeen studies, top-performing organizations have
demonstrated a significant emphasis on building comprehensive knowledge
of their customers and prospects. In the October 2009 report, Offer
Optimization: Using Customer Analytics to Improve Marketing Performance, the
Best-in-Class indicated that linking customer analytics to increased revenues
was the leading strategic action they pursued, at a 32% premium over the
next most-mentioned action.
Figure 1: Best-in-Class Companies Focus on Customer Value
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The Offer Optimization Bestin-Class
In July and August 2009,
Aberdeen surveyed over 200
end-user marketing
organizations to understand
how the top performers among
them used customer analytics
to improve marketing
performance. The metrics used
to define the Best-in-Class (top
20%), Industry Average (middle
50%) and Laggard (bottom
30%) among these teams
showed that the top
performers achieved:
√ 11% year-over-year
improvement in customer
acquisition rate, vs. 2% and a
4% decrease for Industry
Average and Laggard firms.
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√ 8% year-over-year
improvement in crosssell/up-sell volume, vs. 2%
and 1% for Industry Average
and Laggard firms.
√ 8% year-over-year
improvement in customer
retention, versus 2% and 1%
for Industry Average and
Laggard firms.
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These companies understand the value of not only measuring the activity
and profitability of their Business-to-Business (B2B) or Business-toConsumer (B2C) customers, but ensuring that overall corporate revenue
was impacted by how they interpreted and acted upon the data that allowed
them to maintain or even increase overall customer loyalty.
More recently the March 2010 report, Providing a 360° View of the Customer:
Better Service, Higher Sales, made note of the business pressures that 377
survey respondents indicated were the prime drivers of their technology
initiatives. As Figure 1indicates, “putting the customer first” across the
enterprise carries measurable value, as the Best-in-Class in this study
yielded an average year-over-year increase in net client value of 6%,
compared to a 2% and 9% decrease for Industry Average and Laggard
organizations, respectively. They also showed significantly better customer
retention and satisfaction metrics in comparison to other organizations, as
well as lower levels of non-productive time spent searching internally for
customer data.
The takeaway here is that business results stem directly from best practices
in gaining customers and keeping them happy – and are predicated on
understanding customers from a variety of angles, and following through in
terms of service and support. The challenge remains, however, in building a
technology-based infrastructure and process to give marketers this data in a
productive way.

The 360° View Best-in-Class
In January and February 2010,
Aberdeen surveyed over 400
end-users to understand how
the top performers among
them deployed unified
customer views to improve
overall performance. The Bestin-Class yielded:
√ 91% average customer
retention rates, vs. 78% and
62% for Average and Laggard
firms.
√ 88% average customer
satisfaction rates, vs. 71%
and 32% for Average and
Laggard firms.
√ 6% year-over-year increase
in average net client value,
vs. 2% and 9% declines for
Average and Laggard firms.

Managing and Measuring Customer Data to Achieve
Better Business Results through Loyalty Management
As companies build toward success by housing and integrating customer
data, how can they maneuver that capability into driving repeatable revenue
and increased shares of their customers’ wallets? In the retail space, for
example, March 2010 research for the Cross-Channel Customer Loyalty:
Rewards, Promotions, and the Battle for ROI report shows that Best-in-Class
organizations are more than 10 times as likely as all other organizations to
deliver periodic job-role based loyalty Recency/Frequency/Monetary (RFM)
metrics (Figure 2). The delivery of these metrics allows the retail
organization to track the effectiveness of the loyalty program, drill down to
specific job roles to measure performance, identify gaps in the loyalty
process, and determine how best to fill these gaps. These loyalty RFM
metrics are generally measured and delivered at regular intervals (weekly,
monthly, or quarterly) to set benchmarks and appropriately measure their
evolving performance. Further, the ability to achieve better results in
customer retention and marketing campaign conversion rates is tied to
data-centric best practices that support the ability to align loyalty offers and
promotions with the right subset of a customer database, and to personalize
these communications throughout the lifecycle of the customer’s
relationship. The Best-in-Class in this study also emphasize the tracking of
loyalty program redemption and sign-up rates far more often than other
companies (62% vs. 34%), using their robust, clean and single-view of the
customer to efficiently monetize each customer relationship to the fullest.
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Figure 2: Delivery of Loyalty Metrics and Promotions
The Customer Loyalty Best-inClass
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Source: Aberdeen Group, March 2010

In support of growing customer loyalty, understanding the overall
relationship with your organization is crucial, and can be amplified by
adopting best practices in Customer Experience Management (CEM). CEM
is not a technology, but rather a way for the entire organization to embrace
a customer-centric approach to business execution and develop superior
customer experiences and thus return on customer-oriented investments.
The concept of CEM arose as a formal, methodical approach to monitor and
improve the collective customer experience across customer service, sales,
marketing, and products / services delivery. In September 2009 Aberdeen
research for Customer Experience Management: Engaging Loyal Customers to
Evangelize Your Brand findings indicate that formal CEM strategies are still in
the early phases of adoption. Only 20% of respondents had formal CEM
initiatives in place for over three years, yet the Best-in-Class performers –
which showed significantly better customer satisfaction and retention scores
– were far more advanced than other companies in deploying critical
technologies such as sales reporting/analytics, database management,
business intelligence and especially customer feedback management (62% of
Best-in-Class, 0% of Laggards).

In February and March 2010,
Aberdeen surveyed over 100
companies to understand how
the top performers among
them deployed cross-channel
loyalty programs to improve
revenue. The Best-in-Class
results were:
√ 34% increased their
customer conversion rate on
a year-over-year basis, vs.
19% and 7% for Industry
Average and Laggard firms.
√ 20% increased their
customer retention rate on a
year-over-year basis, vs. 9%
and 0% for Industry Average
and Laggard firms.
√ An average 70% current
ROMI (return on marketing
investment), vs. 33% and
13% for Industry Average
and Laggard firms.

Indeed, in March 2009 research, Cutting Edge Customer Loyalty: Retail Best
Practices for Acquiring, Retaining, and Re-engaging Customers, top priorities
among retailers endeavoring to navigate the economic recession had grown
from a 2008 emphasis on maximizing Lifetime Customer Value (LCV) to the
competitiveness of a global economy in which customer spending was
decreasing or at best maintaining steady levels. Moreover, the second
highest business pain point for more than a third (35%) of these firms was
the need to curtail customer acquisition costs in a recessionary market
characterized by the high cost of goods sold (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Top Business Pressures Associated with Customer
Loyalty Improvements
The Customer Experience
Best-in-Class
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Source: Aberdeen Group, March 2009

This report recommended that end-users adopt a number of key loyalty
initiatives that could stabilize and benefit long-term, high-value customer
relationships:
•

Create a customer loyalty program roadmap

•

Conduct customer wallet share and market basket analysis

•

Apply rules-based and POS-integrated customer loyalty systems

•

Develop multi-tier loyalty programs for the most profitable customers

•

Measure the net profit margin impact of customer loyalty expenditure

•

Upgrade the loyalty tool infrastructure on an annual basis

•

Improve automated enrollment of customers at POS

In deploying these approaches, the Best-in-Class performers grew average
customer spend and retention, and decreased customer attrition, by
supporting them with a number of key technology enablers and capabilities,
including processes dedicated to the flexible deployment of loyalty plans and
promotions (Figure 4).

√ 9% average year-over-year
increase in customer
satisfaction, vs. 8% and a 2%
decline for Industry Average
and Laggard firms.
√ 91% average customer
retention rate, vs. 59% for
Industry Average companies,
while 98% of Laggards did
not measure customer
retention.
The Cutting-Edge Customer
Loyalty Best-in-Class
In January and February 2009,
Aberdeen surveyed over 165
companies to understand the
processes, capabilities and
technologies deployed by the
Best-in-Class, whose results
yielded:
√ 16% average year-over-year
increase in customer
retention, vs. 4% and a 6%
decline for Average and
Laggard firms.
√ 5% average year-over-year
decrease in customer
attrition, vs. 1% for Industry
Average companies and a 5%
increase for Laggards.

Best-in-Class Loyalty Processes Yield Optimal
Performance Results
In a struggling economy, consumers are seeking a personal touch from
retailers. The ability to use customer data and analytics to develop personal
promotions cuts down on the marketing clutter a typical consumer has to
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decipher when considering a purchase, and can be used to up-sell similar
items at the point-of-sale. An example of this capability in use is by online
retailers which are able to make recommendations based on previous
customer purchases, combined with products purchased by other
customers with similar tastes. The customer will receive a list of products
that they may also be interested in when making a purchase.
Figure 4: Key Process Capabilities Yield Enhanced Customer
Loyalty
Best-in-Class
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Source: Aberdeen Group, March 2009

The second top process capability to emerge is the ability to develop multitier reward plans for the most profitable customers. Best-in-Class retailers
are 60% more likely than the Industry Average and twice as likely as
Laggards to possess this capability. A multi-tier rewards plan allows a
retailer to offer incentives based on customer purchase patterns. By
promoting exclusive offers, discounts, priority access to products with
limited inventory, and pre-sales on select items to their most profitable
customers, a retailer can ensure that each customer feels a high level of
personalization in the purchasing experience. Aberdeen data has shown that
this high level of personalization has a direct correlation to improved
customer loyalty.
When these capabilities are supported by technology enablers, Best-in-Class
retailers are leading others in using them (Figure 5) to drive successful
customer loyalty programs, starting with a 10% lead on capturing CRM data
at the point-of-service. This data capture allows for future analysis of
customer purchase behavior, as well as demographic information, all while
they are in the physical store environment. This data can be utilized to
create custom promotions and offers for individual customers, as well as for
a specific customer segment based on a target demographic or interest area.
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As retailers are better able to offer customized promotions, they are able
to connect with customers on a more intimate level, keeping that retailer as
a top-of-mind vendor of choice for the customer, and leading to increased
wallet share and revenue.
Figure 5: Key Technology Enablers Driving Customer Loyalty
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Source: Aberdeen Group, March 2009

Best-in-Class retailers, too, are 60% more likely than their peers to possess
an enterprise-wide CRM application. Additionally, they are 21% more likely
than Industry Average and 73% more likely than Laggards to possess a
loyalty mailing application, and are 41% more likely than the Industry
Average and twice as likely as Laggards to possess a loyalty database hosting
application. All of these enablers are connected through an enterprise-wide
CRM system that allows associates and managers across the organization to
gain visibility into the customer database, and helping to promote loyalty
campaigns at the store level by aggregating data from multiple sources.
Customer loyalty initiatives are a major driver for retail success. As Figure 6
shows, those retailers that have a loyalty solution in place are performing at
significantly higher levels across a number of important metrics, starting
with Annual Growth Rate (CAGR), a measure of the year-over-year growth
of a company from 2003 to 2008. Retailers with loyalty initiatives in place
also reported a threefold increase in average basket size and retention rate
versus those retailers without a loyalty initiative. These companies also saw
their customer attrition rates decreased 16-fold as compared to those
retailers without a loyalty solution.
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These metrics show that customer loyalty programs are a direct indicator
of success, in that they help to acquire new customers, retain current
customers, and re-activate dormant customers. The key to driving retail
success is to get customers in the store, on the web, or with a catalog in
hand. By properly utilizing a customer loyalty program, these objectives can
be met, and will lead to increased sales and profits.
Figure 6: Key Performance Indicators of Loyalty Program Users
Deployers of customer loyalty programs
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Finally, in the October 2009 report, Online Customer Loyalty: Converting
Occasional Shoppers into a Loyal Consumer Base, similar process management
capabilities distinguished the Best-in-Class from other companies (Figure 7).
Starting with the ability to execute reward plans in a multi-channel
environment, many organizations that have formal loyalty rewards programs
take pride in the fact that they can be redeemed in-store (and hopefully
online) to please customers. However, as customer expectations for a
multi-channel experience continue to grow, data from these rewards plans
must be made available throughout the entire selling cycle. If, for example, a
call center representative had the ability to access rewards data for specific
customers, it would increase the value and likely result in a post-purchase
touch for cross-selling and up-selling opportunities. Finally, it would provide
the call-center rep with a better understanding of just how loyal a customer
is, and how far they would be willing to go to make another purchase from
the same retailer.
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Figure 7: Supporting Processes for Multi-Channel Success
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The second key Best-in-Class process-related business capability is
establishing and providing relevant personalized promotions to existing
customers. Promotions are one of several different components that
comprise the personalization process, which is composed of several
different elements:
•

Analytics: data collection and management feed all aspects of the
personalization process, and are collected and analyzed at all points
of the customer interaction. This data drives both manual and
automated decision-making to enhance and maintain customer
loyalty.

•

Data mapping: once data is collected, it must be analyzed and fed
to relevant marketing and merchandising departments.

•

Email / communications: marketing teams use available data to
make strategic customer interaction decisions, usually based on preestablished buying preferences and purchasing behavior.

•

Front-end merchandising and promotions: relevant
merchandising and promotional decisions are based not only on
internal enterprise considerations such as inventory, but on the
current settings for customer preferences.

•

Content displays: site displays are changed to reflect customer
preferences, based on analytical information.

•

Multi-channel content aggregation: data collected online is
merged with information collected in other channels, such as instore and call center.

•

Search relevancy: customer search information is designed not
only to match requests, but to also take into consideration other
user attributes as well.
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Personalized promotions allow the customer to receive specific, relevant
product information to help fill wants and needs. This promotional
information can be communicated in a variety of different ways, using
traditional direct mailers, email, social media, mobile alerts, etc., proactively
motivating the customer to return for a sale. Personalized promotions can
then be supported at the site level with specific content displays and
redemption information.

Social Media Completes the Cycle
An additional proven path to enhancing the customer’s experience, and
hence improving the likelihood on their remaining a loyal buyer for longer,
has been defined by October 2009 Aberdeen research for The ROI on Social
Media Monitoring: Why It Pays to Listen to Online Conversation, in which topperforming companies lowered customer service costs, generated better
customer insight that yielded successful product launches and improved
customer retention. This Best-in-Class group used social software and
online community platforms at an 85% rate, versus 54% for other
organizations, as well as customer data repositories, social media
monitoring tools and customer analytics software to better understand, and
drive loyalty from, their valued customers.

"We now know far more about
our customers, and are able to
create better personalized
marketing promotion to drive
buying behavior and loyalty
from our corporate marketing
perspective."
~ Leonid Tyukavkin, Vice
President of Strategy, Tehnosila

Case in Point:
Consider the case of Tehnosila, a leading Russian retailer of consumer and
telecommunications products. According to Leonid Tyukavkin, Vice
President of Strategy, the company chose to simultaneously address both
cultural and business issues when deciding to implement a far-reaching
loyalty initiative. He explains that “initially, marketing for our customer
interactions was more about product promotions on a program-by-program
basis, generally focused on across-the-board discounts” offered to the entire
customer database. He continues, “There were no analyses of our
customers’ behavior, no understanding of their buying profiles, nor any
segmentation of this valuable community. We realized that improving
personalized marketing and promotions could represent a significant
breakthrough for Tehnosila.”
In addition, the traditional vendor/buyer relationship in Russian retail
environments has never been particularly customer-centric, with a
measurable lack of the trust or courtesy that are commonplace in Western
retailing cultures. With guidance from a management consultancy to
consider better service around warranty support, call center help, and a
unified online/offline customer experience, Tehnosila decided to implement
a newly unified CRM and customer database through a major suite provider
to support better reporting, data mining and customer segmentation.
Tyukavkin explains that “we now know far more about our customers, and
are able to create better personalized marketing promotion to drive buying
behavior and loyalty from our corporate marketing perspective.”
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The next challenge for Tehnosila exists at the local level, where Tyukavkin
explains that a significant September 2010 roll-out will train store managers
on the CRM system, giving them more direct access to their own
customers’ data that will accompany a new, customer-centric mindset aimed
squarely at driving more revenue through higher loyalty metrics. The
company plans to increase customer retention rates by sending highly
personalized promotions – SMS messaging, email, etc. – that would have
been impossible prior to deploying the unified, CRM-based customer data
warehouse, as well as growing the size of the average purchase and longterm customer value. Tyukavkin explains that a full ROI on their investment
is expected in under two years; this pace will quicken once the sizeable
outsourced data management expense the company previously carried will
be eliminated.

Conclusion
Most, if not all, companies today recognize the importance of providing
their marketing, sales and service teams with a true 360˚ view of the
customer. Customers benefit from better service and efficiency, and sellers
derive improved loyalty and, inevitably, more repeat business from
established customers. Yet few achieve this desired level of visibility.
Customer data remains in a variety of repositories, some of which are still
paper-based; even much of the electronic data is not only unstructured but
disorganized and not easily retrievable. The more disconnected and
disorganized the data, the lower the likelihood that all customer-facing
employees are operating on the same page and providing a consistent and
accurate message to the customer. Additional connectors that bring
together enterprise business intelligence, social media and other resources
not traditionally accessed by marketing and sales teams add even more value
to building and maintaining customer loyalty and, in the end, better business
results.
The path to providing a complete view of the customer lies not in
eliminating data sources but integrating them and providing access that is
easy to navigate and always available. Enterprise applications such as ERP
and CRM are generally the primary repositories, but integrating other
technologies including business intelligence and analytics, workflow and
event management, social media and sales intelligence sources and
applications complement that data and round out the view.
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For more information on this or other research topics, please visit
www.aberdeen.com.
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